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"With precision and purpose, THE PANAMA PAPERS is what 'Follow the Money' means."

&#151;Bob Woodward, The Washington PostLate one evening, investigative journalist Bastian

Obermayer receives an anonymous message offering him access to secret data. Through

encrypted channels, he then receives documents revealing how the president of Argentina has

sequestered millions of dollars of state money for private use. This is just the beginning.Obermayer

and fellow SÃ¼ddeutsche journalist Frederik Obermaier find themselves immersed in the secret

world where complex networks of letterbox companies help the super-rich to hide their money.

Faced with the contents of the largest data leak in history, they activate an international network of

journalists to follow every possible line of inquiry. Operating in the strictest secrecy for over a year,

they uncover cases involving European prime ministers and international dictators, emirs and kings,

celebrities and aristocrats. The real-life thriller behind the story of the century, The Panama Papers

is an intense, unputdownable account that proves, once and for all, that there exists a small elite

living by a different set of rules and blows their secret world wide open.
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"The biggest leak in the history of data journalism."&#151;Â Edward Snowden"The authors expose

a shockingly corrupt system ... A maddening, important indictment of the shadow economy that

flourishes even as the legitimate economy suffers.â€•&#151;Â Kirkus Reviews"THE PANAMA

PAPERS is a tale of fearless and careful reporting by Bastian Obermayer and Frederik Obermaier



&#133; How to follow the money &#151; the lesson of the Watergate investigation a generation ago

&#151; has been given a reboot for the age of globalisation with this commendable

account."&#151;Financial Times"Bastian Obermayer and Frederik Obermaier, the authors of this

powerful, lucid, book, show us how the very rich hide their money&#133;They should make

journalists proud &#151; and may even help to make the world a better place."&#151;New

Statesman

Frederik Obermaier and Bastian Obermayer are award-winning investigative journalists at the

SÃ¼ddeutsche Zeitung, Germanyâ€™s largest broadsheet. The first people to have access to the

Panama papers, they were previously part of the international team of journalists who revealed the

Offshore Leaks, Luxembourg Leaks and Swiss Leaks. Frederik and Bastian live in Munich.

Unbelievable bad sadly true. A masterpiece.

A must read. Now everyone can understand why corrupt politicians, dictators, drugs and arms

dealers, FIFA officials, some non-profit organizations are all the same

This is a striking expose of how corporate greed, corrupt politicians, a broken legal and financial

system can conspire to rob countries that can least afford it; how the rich continues to widen the

wealth gap and increase the inequality in the distribution of wealth. The question remains though,

how can this broken world order protect small vulnerable island states from falling prey to these

problems?A must read for practitioners and students of financial crime and those who assume

ethics was in danger of extinction.

like the data or information on this book, the writer is very detail describe or explain the process of

investigation to gather, compile and interpreted the information ........ bravo .......

Fascinating and disturbing. Required reading for all responsible citizens. The simple requirement for

all nations that beneficial owners of all Companies and Trusts be public knowledge would go a long

way to fix these injustices.

This is a well researched and informative book which is a must read in todays world of tax havens.

The writing is taut and the entre read is quite excellent!



I could not put this book down. It was amazing to read how two journalists with the help of a

whistleblower we should all be grateful for put together the most powerful attack to date against a

corrupt elite. Journalists like the Obermayers and others who risked their lives to get the Panama

Papers out in a way that would move society are modern day superheroes, and reading this book

will show you why.

Great book! Brave "brothers". The greatest leak forever. But I am sorry, none of our leaders

(Hungary) are figuring in the book, in spite of the huge amounts stolen by them and shifted to

offshore banks. Huge, huge amounts.
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